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	Column 1: NOTICES----------------------ABLE-BODIED MEN and WOMEN SOUGHT for work at JayanRadiant Energy Farms, Dunslough. ----------------------LOST: Skovlan Wolfhound, answers to the name Brutus. Owner heartbroken. REWARD OFFERED. Please contact Lady Augustine Bowmore, Brightstone. ----------------------ASSISTANT NEEDEDProfessor of Natural Philosophy at Charterhall University to conduct experiments involving electroplasm. Experience with railway systems and lightning barriers a plus. ----------------------THE BLUECOATS ARE HIRING If you think you have what it takes to work for Doskvol's Finest, apply for a position at City Watch HQ in Silkshore. No time wasters, please. ----------------------SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSEIf you seek the Truth Behind All Truths, come to Nightmarket for a reading by the world renowned Madame Talitha, former advisor to the Sultan of U'Duasha. ----------------------DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT IN THE RAINColeburn's Patented Folding Umbrellas keep you dry even in the most inhospitable of weather. Available wherever fine goods are sold.
	Column 4: IMPORT/EXPORT EXECUTIVE DISAPPEARSThe Office of the Inspectors is currently in the process of conducting an investigation into the recent disappearance of Arvus Stillmore,  General Manager of the Doskvol  office of the  Strangford Trading Company. Stillmore  was hosting a social gathering at his home in Silkshore on the evening of 27th Kalivet, and is reported to have  vanished at some point during the proceedings. Eyewitness reports and evidence collected by Inspectors indicate that Stillmore was last seen some time shortly after the Hour of Flame, when he was reportedly suffering from a bout of food poisoning. Stillmore's disappearance is currently classified as a missing persons case rather than a kidnapping or murder, as there is as of yet no body, and thus far no ransom demand has been issued.
	Column 3: NEW CULT UNCOVEREDDoskvol is certainly no stranger to adherents of  the bizarre and unusual, and nowhere is this more evident than in the numerous cults dedicated to Forgotten Gods that call this fair city home. However, a recent series of ritualistic murders seems to point to a dangerous new trend emerging. On the streets of Nightmarket, furtive glances are accompanied by nervous whispers of the followers of She Who Slays in Darkness. Information about this particular Forgotten God is scarce, but Inspectors report that at least four victims have been found so far, each one chained to a wagon wheel and disemboweled, their skin carved with ancient runes and their eyes gouged out. Citizens are urged to bring any information they might possess regarding this dangerous gang of murderers to the Bluecoats or Inspectors, and not to engage them directly.-------------------------UNISON CELEBRATIONNext week, the 7th of Suran will mark the tenth anniversary of the end of the bloody, 30-year long  Skovlan Uprising. Here in Doskvol, preparations are already under way for a memorial for the brave soldiers that were lost.
	Column 2: Dalmore Manor in Whitecrown was the site of a brutal skirmish three days ago, as private security agents repelled an attack by armed brigands. The altercation was reportedly the result of an attempted burglary that turned violent once the perpetrators were discovered. Eyewitnesses report that the intruders infiltrated the manor grounds on or about the Hour of Ash, by way of a loose grate in one of the drains. They then made their way across the eastern courtyard, where they were discovered by members of Lord Dalmore's personal guard. The miscreants dropped all pretense of stealth and attempted to fight their way out. The ensuing firefight left a total of seven dead. The bodies of all four burglars and three guards were removed by the Spirit Wardens.Continued on pg 2  -------------------------------------------------------------------IRUVIAN EXHIBIT OPENS AT THE DUNVIL MUSEUMStarting next week, the prestigious Dunvil Museum in Brightstone will play host to a rare collection of ancient Iruvian artifacts, many of which are purported to date from some 400 years before the Cataclysm. The artifacts were donated to the museum by Lady Elstera Avrathi of the Iruvian Consulate, from her private collection. Critics are calling the donation of the artifacts an uncharacteristic move, and questions regarding possible political motivations have been raised. However, Lady Avrathi has been diligent in maintaining that she merely wishes to share the rich cultural heritage of her homeland with the good people of Doskvol.
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